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Abstract 

Public key infrastructure (PKI) is a powerful tool for protecting information. Currently a 
PKI system shows a trend toward an emerging global PKI which becomes more complicated. 
The global PKI has to handle an enormous number of queries for cryptographic certificates 
which attest the authenticity of public keys. So a decentralized organization of the PKI is 
advantageously. Therefore we developed a specialized Peer-to-Peer-PKI model realizing 
efficient search and transfer of certificates and trust-recommendations. Our model based on 
our own rigorous binary tree algorithm and has four advantages. First, there is no any 
bottleneck problem when establishing a certification path or authenticating. Second, the 
authentication path is short with two constant logic steps. Third, in our model the entities 
need to mutual authenticate don’t need to inquire or download the CRL. Fourth, it’s easy to 
extend and suitable for large-scale network. 
 
1. Introduction 

 
We present P2P-PKI, a decentralized public key infrastructure (PKI) based on the web of 

trust model. Public key infrastructure is a powerful tool for protecting information. Currently 
PKI systems shows a trend toward an emerging global PKI, where individual PKI domains 
establish trust relationships via cross -certification technology. However, as a PKI becomes 
more complicated, so does the work require for validating an individual certificate. The first 
step is certification path discovery: constructing a “chain of certificates”. It is challenging to 
locate appropriate resources to establish a candidate path and to maximize its chance of being 
valid [1]. 

The global PKI spans many countries and consists of many domains, CAs, repositories, 
and users. PKI protocols need to be robust in such a complex network environment. By 
establishing trust relationships between domains, cross-certification confronts us with a 
complex “certificate topology”. Moreover, users in different PKI domains may display 
completely different behaviors that may impact the effectiveness of PKI protocols. 

Prior research has analyzed certification path discovery. But there are three questions in 
prior works. First, it adopted a tracing mechanism when authenticating identity, so the nearer 
to the root CA, the easier to bring a bottleneck problem. Second, each local CA does things in 
its own way, so it becomes complex for users to authenticate if they belong to different CA 
domains. Although it’s possible for users who are in different CA domains to authenticate 
each other by using some techniques such as bridge-CA, strict hierarchy CA, cross-
certification and cross-reorganization etc, these techniques have not solved the tracing 
bottleneck problem in the CA models. Third, there are querying bottleneck issues in the 
management of certificates distributing and certificate revocation lists. With the increasing of 
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the end-users in a CA domain, the load of the CA server storing and checking certificates will 
be difficult to bear, and tend to bring querying bottleneck. 

In this study, we developed a specialized model realizing efficient search and transfer of 
certificates and trust-recommendations. It is based on a combination of traditional PKI and 
our own efficient and scalable Peer-to-Peer lookup protocol [2]. We make four contributions: 
First, there is no any bottleneck problem when searching or authenticating in our framework. 
Second, The authentication path is short with no more than two entities intervened. Third, in 
establishing certification path, we do not need to inquire about a certificate revolution list. 
Fourth, our framework is scalable and easy to extend and suitable for large-scale network. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the related works. 
Section 3 gives the preliminary knowledge of basic PKI principles and certification path 
discovery. Section 4 describes the main concept of RBT-P2P network model. Section 5 and 6 
presents our design theory, and implementation. Section 7 discusses the security issues and 
Section 8 concludes. 
 
2. Related Works 

 
Prior research has been done on P2P-PKI. Thomas wlöfl designed a PKI Based on a P2P 

Network [14], but his work is based on Chord [13] and don’t incorporate certificate 
revocation and expiration into his P2P-PKI. Meiyuan Zhao and Sean W. Smith [1] propose 
and implement a simulation framework and a probability search tree model for systematic 
performance evaluation. Their model is now the largest simulated PKI architecture. Elley et al. 
[4] presented a comparison of two directions for path building, and concluded that building in 
the reverse direction is often more effective than building in the forwarding direction. Russell 
et al. [11] analyzed the performance issues for constructing and validating long certification 
paths in cross-domain PKI systems, and proposed the concept of virtual certificates and 
synthetic certificates to avoid re-constructing and re-verifying certification paths. Lloyd 
published a white paper [12] that discussed options for effective and efficient certification 
path construction algorithm. Arnes implemented a simulation to evaluate certificate 
revocation performance [3]. Mu˜noz et al. implemented CERVANTES, a testbed for 
certificate validation [7]. Unlike these studies, our framework based on our own efficient and 
scalable Peer-to-Peer lookup protocol [2]. 

 
3. Preliminaries 
 
3.1 Basic PKI principles 

PKI was first proposed [6] for securely distributing a user’s public keys. From a 
formal perspective a PKI offers a statement about the binding of a certain public key to 
a certain user at a particular time. In this context a user can be a system, a person or an 
organization which is participating in the PKI. It has now evolved to architectures 
providing comprehensive services for public key certificates; these services include 
storing and retrieving certificates, maintaining and updating certificate status, and 
validating certificates. In a traditional X.509 [8] PKI system, the certificate storage 
service is provided by a repository that supports protocols for users to store and retrieve 
directory information; the protocol used most commonly here is the Lightweight 
Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) [10]. The certificate status information (CSI) service 
communicates the validity status of certificates. A certificate is typically considered as 
“valid”, “revoked”, or “unknown”. Classical approaches to CSI includes periodically 
updated data structures such as a certificate revocation list (CRL) [8], and online 
protocols such as online certificate status protocol (OCSP) [9]. 
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3.2 Certification Path Discovery 

The user who tries to validate a certificate is referred to as relying party. A certificate 
validation service handles certification paths, sequences of certificates representing a 
trust path to the certificate of interest. In a path, consecutive certificates are linked 
together by having the subject of the previous certificate match the issuer of the next 
certificate. 

A certificate validation service is composed of two stages: certification path discovery and 
certification path validation. The latter stage is well established. RFC3280 defines an 
algorithm to validate a certification path. Basically, the algorithm examines each certificate in 
the path to decide if they satisfy all required conditions. Unfortunately, the algorithm for 
actual construction of candidate certification paths is not well defined. Several issues affect 
the practicability and efficiency of the certification path discovery process [1]. One critical 
issue is the increasing complexity of PKI architectures. The trends toward bridging and cross-
certification hasten the emergence of a global PKI architecture. However, this architecture 
creates new challenges for certification path discovery; algorithms must construct a path by 
traversing different PKI domains, dealing with different PKI policies and handling different 
protocols. 

 

4. RBT-P2P network model 
To give readers a better understanding of our model, we first provide the general 

concepts and terminology in our P2P model based on rigorous binary tree algorithm 
(RBT-P2P model). The details of RBT-P2P model are described in our prior work [2].  

Definition 1: Rigorous binary tree. For a random node of a binary tree, if it has one 
child node, then its left child node and right child node must exist at the same time.  

Definition 2: Rigorous binary tree extension. After a random leaf of a rigorous 
binary tree produces two child nodes, the original rigorous binary tree becomes a new 
rigorous binary tree.  

Definition 3: Rigorous binary tree code algorithm: The letter T represents a 
rigorous binary tree, “A” represents a random node in T, ah represents the depth of 
node A, and aN represents its code. The code of T’s root node was set as 0. The code of 
A’s left child is equal to aN . The code of A’s right child is equal to ( aN + ah2 ), The 
depth A’s child is ah +1. 

Theorem 1: Rigorous binary tree mapping theorem: For any one integer I  ( I >=0), there 

is one and only one leaf node X whose code ( xN ) and depth ( xh ) can accord with 

xh
x IN 2%= , among all leaf nodes in a fixed rigorous binary tree. (Here % denotes modular 

arithmetic.)  
The proof process of theorem 1 is included in our prior work [2]. In that work we propose a 

P2P model based on rigorous binary tree and here we name this P2P model as RBT-P2P 
model. 

 

5. PKI based on RBT-P2P network 
 
This section describes the design principles of our PKI-P2P model. 
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5.1 The base of trust 
 
In our work, P2P-PKI realizes a user-centric trust model (“web of trust”, cf. [16]). Each 

node is directly and totally responsible for deciding which other nodes to trust.  
We make the following assumption: a user A already knows the public key PKB of some 

user B, and furthermore that A trusts B to issue certificates. Then A can validate C's public 
key if C can present a certificate CERTB(C; PKC) to A. Here CERTB(C; PKC) denotes the 
signature signed by B. If there is no problem, then A can trust C. 
 
5.2 The web of trusted 

 
We select those authority-users who have held their certificates as super-peers. The trusted 

web is started with one super-peer coded as the root node in a rigorous binary tree. When a 
super-peer needs to extend, it selects a new super-peer, sets a code value and a depth value for 
the new member, renews own code value and depth value. 

At the same time, to establish an initial trust relationship, the original super-peer with a 
certificate issued by a CA and the new super-peer with a certificate issued by a CA need to 
authenticate each other according to the CA mechanism. Then the original super-peer signs a 
signature for the new super-peer. Via the signature, the new super-peer can build a credit 
relationship with the other super-peers in the trusted web.  

According to this manner, the number of the members in the trusted web can automatically 
increase with the scalability of the network.  

 

 
  
 
To establish an initial trust relationship, according to the CA mechanism, any user holding 

a certificate issued by a CA can authenticate each other with a super-peer in the trusted web. 
Obtaining the initial trust, the user will receive a signature signed by the super-peer. Holding 
the signature, according to Theorem 1, the user will register its information about its 
certificate in a corresponding super-peer in the trusted web. According to this fashion, all 
users are distributed in various super-peer areas. The structure is described as in Figure 4-1. 

After the extending the original super-peer will distribute approximately half of its 
registered users’ information to the new super-peer by a signature manner. Using the 
extending mechanism, our model can overcome the checking bottleneck problem. 

Figure 4.1 The architecture of users and super-peers in a trusted web. 
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When a CA wants to revoke a user X’s certificate, it can issue the revocation message to a 
super-peer. Via the super-peer, according to Theorem 1, the revocation message will be 
forwarded to a corresponding super-peer, in which the user whose certificate should be 
revoked has registered in the trusted web, i.e., a super-peer can know the state information 
about its registered users’ certificates. 

When a user wants to authenticate each other with another user in the trusted web, it at 
most involves two super-peers. One is the user’s registered super-peer and the other is another 
user’s registered super-peer. When they check the corresponding super-peer, they can also get 
the state information about their certificates. So the authentication path is shorter and it 
doesn’t need to query the CRL in our model. 

 
6. System implementation 
 
6.1 Initialization 
 

We suppose that the sponsor of the trusted web is the authority user F. The sponsor acts as 

the first super-peer and it’s code and depth ( fN , fh =0). F produces two tables: the super-peer 

table and registered-user table.  
The super-peer table is used for noting the correlated information of all super-peers in the trusted 

web and held by every super-peer. The registered-user table is used for noting the correlated 
information of all users registered in a super-peer. As table 5-1 and table 5-2 show. 

 

Table 5-1 The super-peer table. 
Name   Depth   Code    Certificate    Public key    Identity number      Signature 

  F       hf         
 Nf         Cerf       

     
   kf

e
         

      IDf                     E(kf
d(hash(IDf ,kf

e)))  

 

Table 5-2 the registered-user table of the super-peer F 
Name   Certificate    Public key    Identity number       Signature             Certificate state   

X       Cerx               kx
e
                IDx                     E(kf

d(hash(IDx, kx
e)))       S(0/1) 

 

In our paper, we make the following rules: 
hash(*): operating hash function on (*);  

kx
e : the public key of an entity X; 

kx
d : the private key of an entity X;  

E(kx
d(*)):computing on (*) using kx

d with an algorithm E. 

The identity number of a user X is created by operating hash function on the 
signature item in the user X’s certificate. We use 1/0 marking the state of a user’s 
certificate, 1 denoting revoked, 0 denoting not revoked. 
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6.2 Joining the P2P-PKI 
 
For any user to join the trusted web, the user needs to know at least one super-peer. Through the 

registered user, the user can know a super-peer. In this paper, we did not describe how to know a 
registered user. 

We suppose that a user B has known a super-peer A whose code and depth are (Na, ha), and B wants 
to join the system. The process was shown in Figure 5-1: 

Step1. Establish the initial trust relationship between B and A. According the traditional CA 
mechanism, B and A authenticate each other. Then, A gets B’s identity number IDb using the hash(B’s 
IP-Adress). 

Step2. A calculates and finds a super-peer corresponding with IDb. In the light of  Theorem 1, there 
is one and only one super-peer X exists, and its code and depth (Nx, hx) satisfy Nx = IDb % xh2 .  

Step2.1. If Nx = Na, then X is the super-peer A itself.  
Step2.2.If Nx≠Na, then A select a super-peer from its super-peer table, and calculate xh

bID 2% , 
compare the result with Nx . This process continues until finding the proper super-peer X . 

 

 
 
 
 
Step3. After finding the exact super-peer X,  A can signs B's information and forwards it to the 
super-peer X. In addition, A signs X’s information and forwards it to B.  

Step4. The super-peer X checks B’s information, then makes a signature 
E(kx

d(hash(IDb, kb
e))) for B, sends it to B and adds B’s information in its registered-user 

table. 

Step5.  According to Step1, B believes A’s signature. When B receives X’s 
information signed by A, then B can believe X. When B receives the signature in Step4, 
B can validate it. If there is no any problem, B saves it and kx

e. Registration is over. 

During the registration, if an attacker intercepts and captures the signature and wants 
to imitate it, in PKI theory, it is impossible. 

 
6.3 Expanding the P2P-PKI model 

 
In our work, the P2P-PKI model is easy to extend and suitable for large-scale network. 

Figure 5.1 The process of joining the P2P-PKI 
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When the number of the users registered in a super-peer reaches the quantity limit, 
the super-peer needs to select a new super-peer, code it and distribute some of its 
registered users to the new super-peer. 

 

Here we suppose that super-peer X needs to extend, Y is the new selected super-peer, 
X’s code and depth are (Nx , hx). The expanding process is: 

 
Step1. In the light of the CA mechanism, X and Y authenticate each other. 

Step2. According to Definition 3, Recalculate the code and depth, update the super-
peer table and issue the updated information. The example was described in Figure 5-2. 
X appends Y’s information in the super-peer table, signs the super-peer table and sends 
it to Y. X signs the updated information and forwards it to all the other super-peers in 
the trusted web. 

Step3. Each super-peer in the trusted web credits each other. After checking the 
updated information about the super-peer table signed by X, each super-peer can credit 
the new super-peer Y. Each super-peer updates its super-peer table.  

Step4. Manage the users’ information in the registered-user table. X divides the 
users’ information into two parts, and signs those users whose ID according with Ny to 
Y, and X signs Y’s information and sends it to those users. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 5.2  The extending of the super-peer S3 
 
Step5. After receiving the information from X, Y checks the signature with X’s public key 

and saves the super-peer table. Then Y makes a signature for each user whose information 
was sent to Y by X, and sends it to the user. 

Step6. For each user whose information is sent to Y by X, when it receives Y’s information 
signed by X, it can check the signature with X’s public key. If the check is right, the user can 
believe Y.  

In this way, one part of the users’ information is transferred to the new super-peer Y, and 
the related super-peer lightens its load. 

 
6.4 Authentication between two entities. 
 

For clarity, we provide an example to describe the finding process. We suppose that user X 
has registered in super-peer A, user Y in super-peer B, X trusts A and Y trusts B, as described 
in Figure 5.3.  
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X sends a message M1{X, IDx, kx
e, E(ka

d(hash(IDx, kx
e))), A, ka

e, t1, sign()} to Y. Here, “t1” 
denotes period of validity and it is used to ward playback attack. “sign()” denotes the 
signature with the sender’s private key on the entire message. 

Y checks M1. If there is no problem, Y can ensure M1 is created by X. However, Y can not 
believe X, because Y don’t believe A. To check X and A, Y sends a message M2{Y, IDy, ky

e, 
X, IDx, kx

e, A, ka
e, t2, sign()} to B. 

B validates M2 and sends M3{B, kb
d, ttl1, E(kb

d(hash(A, ka
e, ttl1))), X, IDx, kx

e, t3, sign()} to 
A.  

  

 
Figure 5.3 The authentication process 

 
A validates M3, fetches IDx, finds X’s certificate and checks the state of X’s certificate 

status. If X’s certificate has been revoked, A responds Y a message “X’s certificate has been 
revoked”. Else, A makes a signature E(ka

d(hash(A, kb
e, ttl2))) and then sends a message M4{ A, 

ka
e, ttl1, E(kb

d(hash(A, ka
e, ttl1))) ,B, kb

e, ttl2, E(ka
d(hash(B, kb

e, ttl2))), t4, sign()} to Y.  
Y validates M4. If there is no problem, Y can trust A, because Y trusts B. But Y can’t 

ensure the other side is X. To validate X, Y creates M5 {Y, IDy, ky
e, E(kb

d(hash(IDy, ky
e))), B, 

kb
e, ttl2, E(ka

d (hash(B, kb
e, ttl2))), E(kx

e (random-num1)), t5, sign()} and sends it to X. 
X validates M5. If there is no problem, then X will trust B, i.e., X believes kb

e. X checks 
E(kb

d(hash(IDy, ky
e))) with kb

e. If there is no problem, then X can believe Y. To validate the 
other side, X decrypts E(kx

e (random-num1)) with kx
d and sends a message M6{E(ky

e (random-
num1)), E(ky

e (random-num2)) ,t6, sign()} to Y. 
Y decrypts E(ky

e (random-num1)) and E(ky
e (random-num2)) with ky

d and gets random-
num1 and random-num2. Now, Y can ensure that the other side is X. Y sends a message 
M7{E(kx

e (random-num2)),t7, sign()} to X. 
X decrypts E(kx

e (random-num2)) with kx
d and gets random-num2. Now X can ensure the 

other side is Y. 
From now on we can see that at most involves two super-peers when two users 

authenticate each other. One is the local registered super-peer and the other is the remote 
registered super-peer. So the authentication path is shorted. 

 
6.5 Certificate revocation. 

 
From time to time, a previously published public key will need to be invalidated, generally 

when the corresponding private key has been exposed. This problem is easily solved in our 
model. 

In the registered-user table, the state of a user’s certificate can be noted. If a user’s 
certificate needs to be invalidated, then what needs to do is deleting the user’s record in the 
registered-user table of the corresponding super-peer. For some reasons, if a CA wants to 
revoke a user X’s certificate in its period of validity, the CA can issue a certificate revocation 
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message including the user X’s certificate. After authenticating each other with a super-peer 
in the light of CA mechanism, the CA sends the certificate revocation message to the super-
peer. Computing on X’s certificate included in the revocation message, the super-peer can 
calculate IDx. Then, according Theorem 1, the super-peer can find the super-peer 
corresponding with IDx. Finally the super-peer can send the certificate revocation message to 
the latter. The latter then changes the value marking the state of the user X’s certificate. 

If a user itself wants to revoke its certificate, it can directly send a revocation application to 
its registered super-peer. Then the super-peer will directly change the value marking the state 
of the user X’s certificate. 

In this way, if a user X whose certificate has been revoked wants to communicate with 
another user Y, when authenticating each other, Y can receive a message about X’s certificate 
state from a related super-peer and know “X’s certificate has been revoked”.  

The revocation about a super-peer’s certificate is relatively complex. If a super-peer 
discloses its private key, then a new super-peer should be selected replacing the disclosed one 
and hold the disclosed one’s code and depth. The updated message should be sent to each 
super-peer in the trusted web. All the users registered in the disclosed super-peer need to 
afresh register. 

Now we can see a user do not need to inquire about a certificate revolution list and could 
establish a certificate path in efficient way. 

 
7. Security analysis 

 
In this section, we argue that our P2P-PKI has very strong security properties: the system is 

resilient to a wide range of attacks. 
 

7.1 Managing the failure of peers 
 
A peer’s failure can make a value/key pair unavailable if the value/key pair has been stored 

in the peer. To avoid this case, we adopted a redundancy mechanism; i.e., when a super-peer 
wants to fetch a peer from its registered-peer table to store a value/key pair, it fetches two 
peers instead of one. Thus, if a peer fails, the value/key stored in that peer is still available 
from the other one.  

To manage two peers storing the same value/key pair, we can make them contact each 
other periodically. If one peer detects that the other is unreachable over a limited time period, 
the former can message its local super-peer. Then, the local super-peer can select another peer 
instead of the failed one to store the same value/key pair. 

A super-peer’s failure can affect a subset of peers in a logic area.  
To resolve this problem, in a similar fashion, we adopted a redundancy mechanism. When 

any one super-peer wants to produce a new super-peer, it selects k high-powered peers as a 
new group of super-peers with the same contents. 

In one way, the redundancy mechanism increases the size of the super-peer table, but on 
the other hand, it decreases the average load of each super-peer and makes the system more 
reliable. 

 
7.2 Prevention of DoS attack 

 
To prevention of DoS attack we adopted the traffic model [15] that captured the key 

characteristics of how queries flow through the system. The Model’s various traffic 
management policies that contained the effects of malicious nodes issuing a potentially large 
number of “useless” queries. It’s also defined metrics by which those traffic management 
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policies could be evaluated and we used those metrics to build an understanding of the trade-
offs between using various policies. 

An important thinking behind design is: while this system is under attack, the techniques 
that we have developed can be used to provide users with a degraded quality of service while 
detection algorithms are concurrently being used to identify offending nodes and disconnect 
them from the network. The P2P-PKI model will not have “turtle shell” architectures in 
which if just a few malicious nodes get through an outer shell of defense, they can easily 
attack a soft inner core. 

 
8. Conclusion 

 
In order to solve the performance issue on certification path discovery, we present a 

distributed model Based on the rigorous binary tree code algorithm and Our model has the 
following advantages: First, there is no any bottleneck problem when establishing a 
certification path. Second, its authentication path is short with no more than two entities 
intervened. Third, not need to inquire about a certificate revolution list. Fourth, it’s easy to 
extend and suitable for large-scale network. But we are just getting started on understanding 
the performance of PKI services in complicated systems. Although our scheme is resistance 
to several possible attacks[2,5], but real life experiences are still needed to identify other 
potential attacks, and We will also examine the algorithm in more realistic environments. 
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